
 

AUTO GATES PEDESTRIAN GATE OPTIONS? 

 

‘What pedestrian side gate options have I?’ This answer can be quit complex 

 

‘What do you mean by complex?’ The customer’s reason for having a gate system often 

determines our recommendation with respect to the type of side gate and its control. 

 

For safety reasons a pedestrian route away from a vehicular one is always recommended 

and an open pathway or a restricted one can both be an idea solution according to the 

security or safety requirement of the site and or customer. 

 

      
 

The most cost effective option is not to have a gate, but simply allow for an opening that 

is wide enough for pedestrians and wheel chairs, but not traffic. This is known as an 

unrestricted entrance for pedestrian use. 

 

The next step is a gated access way that requires simply pushing open and may or may 

not return, subject to any form of closer. Gravity closing is the most basic; however it can 

be noisy when the gate slams closed. Gas struts, spring closers and floor spring dampers 

are often used to ensure the gate returns to its closed position. 

 

           
 

Which is best? To control closing with damping a floor spring is our recommendation, 

followed by the less costly gas strut. Both require access and the gate to be correctly set 

up before they can work reliably (some locking systems needs greater force from the 

closer and this can cause concern where the elderly, frail or young are involved)! 



 

What about security? The level of security varies between systems and may be agreed by 

the customer according to what is practical and suitable each time. A closed gate is the 

first benefit and totally satisfactory for some installation that may just want to keep pets 

in or pests out? 

 

       
 

What about keeping people out? Once you impose restricted access there are numerous 

aspects that need to be addressed. First who comes and goes and how? Second how and 

when do they? What happens and what obstacles need to be overcome? Is 

communications required, where, when and how is access allowed? Etc.… 

 

             
 

Like all aspects of gate automation, it is the consequences that need to be dealt with 

before the installation can suit the needs of the customer and users alike. Should the 

lock/gate ‘Fail secure’ or ‘Fail release’ during system or power failure? 

 

Restricted access consequentially doubles, triples or quadruples the investment! 

 

                
 

Every day, people access alternative pedestrian ways for very different reasons! 
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